
PLAYERLYNC FOR 
WORKDAY HCM

Most HCM and Learning Management Systems are not 

built with the frontline in mind. Their mobile offerings often 

struggle to deliver content in low-connectivity environments 

and most of their core systems were designed for “desked” 

employees.  

PlayerLync for Workday provides guaranteed delivery  

of current learning content to mobile devices, no matter 

your network or bandwidth challenges. With seamless 

offline playback, zero data loss and a smooth, consumer-

grade app experience, PlayerLync enables frontline learning 

in the flow of work.  

PlayerLync for Workday helps solve critical user 

experience, data continuity and employee adoption 

problems by extending Workday to the frontline - where 

they work and when they need it. Accelerate the value 

of your HCM investment and connect with your frontline 

workforce like never before.  

Personalized, curated content

Learning “campaigns” native to your HCM

Built-in compliance 

Native app experience

Real-time, actionable insights

Guaranteed content delivery no matter  
your network or bandwidth challenges

Offline eLearning playback  
and scoring

Zero loss of learning data in  
low bandwidth environments

Simple drag & drop publishing

Touch free deployment with minimal IT 

Easily add microlearning functionality  
to existing learning content

WORKDAY 
LEARNING 

PLAYERLYNC 
+ WORKDAY

For more information or to see PlayerLync in action:

866.797.5678 info@playerlync.complayerlync.com



SLOW TO DEPLOY FAST SPEED TO VALUE

For more information or to see PlayerLync in action:

866.797.5678 info@playerlync.complayerlync.com

WHY PLAYERLYNC 
FOR WORKDAY

Most HCM and LMS systems are great at providing 

training, professional development, and peer learning 

tools – particularly for employees who spend most 

of their day at a desk. But they are not built with the 

frontline in mind. Specifically, they lack the ability to 

provide critical training and information in the moment 

of need without disruption.  

PlayerLync Workday Mobile Extension helps solve 

critical user experience, data continuity and employee 

adoption problems by extending Workday to the front-

line - where they work and when they need it. Acceler-

ate the value of your HCM investment and connect with 

your frontline workforce like never before. 

Many traditional HCM and LMS mobile applications 

often struggle in low-connectivity environments, 

resulting in employee frustration over lost learning data, 

video buffering and other challenges.  

PlayerLync Workday Mobile Extension provides guar-

anteed delivery of current learning content to local 

devices, no matter your network or bandwidth challeng-

es. With seamless offline playback, zero data loss and 

a smooth, consumer-grade app experience, PlayerLync 

enables frontline learning in the flow of work.  

Enterprise systems generally require prolonged, 

complex deployments that tie up your IT resources for 

long stretches of time.  

Extending your HCM or LMS system with PlayerLync 

is quick and seamless, with minimal IT effort required 

to hit the ground running – all without compromising 

the critical reporting and tracking data you rely on to 

manage your workforce.  

WORKDAY LEARNING PLAYERLYNC + WORKDAY

PERFECT FOR A DESKED WORKFORCE A MOBILE-FIRST EXPERIENCE

HIGH BANDWIDTH DEPENDENT ACCESSIBLE ONLINE OR OFFLINE 


